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Use the words in the list below to complete the sentences.Match each word to the correct definition. Write the letter in the box 
next to the word.

ACTIVITY 32

1. disseminate

2. bruschetta

3. menagerie 

4. elucidation

5. courteous

6. haemorrhage

7. fiefdom

8. palaeontology 

9. inflorescence 

10. eisteddfod 

11. vicissitude 

12. malevolent

13. crustacean

14. hieroglyphics

15. paraphernalia

16. araucaria 

17. xenophobia 

18. bequeathing 

19. decibel 

20. camouflage 

21 vaccination

a)  a class of animals with a hard outer shell, often living in water 

b)  a collection of wild animals that are kept privately or to show 

c)  a competitive festival of music and poetry in Wales

d)  a degree of loudness

e)  a system of writing especially as used in ancient Egypt

f)  a territory controlled by a particular person or group

g)  a variation in circumstances or fortune

h)  all the objects needed for or connected with a particular activity

i)  an escape of blood from a ruptured blood vessel

j)  an evergreen conifer, having stiff sharp leaves

k)  anything that makes soldiers or their equipment difficult 
for their enemy to see 

l)  clarification

m)  dislike of or prejudice against people from other countries

n)  having or showing a wish to do evil to others

o)  polite

p)  spread (something, especially information) widely

q)  the complete flower head of a plant 

r)  the study of fossils 

s)  to give or leave property by a will

t)  toasted Italian bread drenched in olive oil 

u)  treatment with a vaccine to produce immunity against a disease 
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1. An entire ___________________ grew around ballroom dancing at our school.

2. The village was ___________________ against the enemy bombs.

3. The set for the play is ___________________ - white walls and a chair.

4. A baby ___________________ lives in their mother’s pouch.

5. An ___________________ is smaller than a small pin-head.

6. School admissions are not under our ___________________.

7. My computer has  a wireless mouse and ___________________.

8. The ___________________ sailed deep under the ice cap.

9. One mile is ___________________to 1.6 kilometres.

10. The ________________procedure is to encourage fairness in the handling of 
problems.

11. Some people are ___________________about walking under a ladder

12. ___________________is the activity or job of writing dictionaries.

13. We waited to ___________________ him with questions about his trip.

14. The man escaped from prison and was a ___________________ from justice.

15. She won a gold medal for the 100 metre ___________________.

16. The smallest unit of sound is called a ___________________ and children are 
taught about these in phonics.

17. Her doctor advised her to play sport because her lifestyle was too 
___________________

18. He was arrested on charges of attempted ___________________ when he tried 
to use a stolen credit card.

19. He has a ___________________exercise routine.

20. Reports of ___________________and other eating disorders are on the increase.

Words:  superstitious   vigorous   equivalent   amoeba   fugitive   deception   phoneme   
submarine   anorexia   bombard   jurisdiction   grievance   subculture   lexicography  
sedentary   kangaroo   keyboard   breaststroke   defenceless   minimalistOld Mutual GENERIC LOGO prINt
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